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The Sublime and beauTi-
ful naTure of TuToring 
aS iT perTainS To The 
arT and Science of  
andragogy 
By Donald Fowler
NTA-Advanced Level Tutor

While tutoring the andragogist must be cognizant 
of the potential for the session to motivate them to 
be tenderhearted to such an extent that this jeopar-
dizes the tutee’s motivation for learning.  Yet as an 
antithesis to this statement, tutors must be mindful 
not be cold-hearted tacticians looking upon the cli-
ent as mere objects to further their own ambitions.  
In considering our clients’ temperaments, the tutor 
must balance the humors of the individual with the 
sublime and beautiful nature of andragogy.

When andragogy is looked upon in light on Im-
manuel Kant’s work on the sublime and beautiful, 
one may be profoundly affected by the sheer im-
mensity of the act of working with a student in a 
cooperative manner.  This creates the sublime na-
ture of the craft and follows Kant’s three statements 
on what defines the sublime: “the sublime of the 
terrifying, the sublime of the awe inspiring, and 
the sublime of the honorable”; furthermore, dur-
ing this interaction with the tutee a tutor can also 
be profoundly affected by this esoteric moment of 
learning which takes place between themselves and 
their client.  (Kant, 1960)

Kant’s work reminds us that for something to be 
sublime it must be virtuous and as a corollary to 

this virtue beauty ensues.   Kant’s view on this beau-
ty falls under two principles: “the universal ground 
for affection for other human beings, and the es-
teem guaranteed to each member of the human 
race.” (Kant, 1960)

As the andragogist applies their craft to their stu-
dents’ understanding the beauty of the science 
comes onto the scene; sweeping through with the 
precision of Michelangelo sculpting a masterpiece.  
Critical thinking, student motivation, time-man-
agement, reading body language, which might be 
sublime in their own rights separately are all tools 
which used together creates the beauty of learning, 
and  are utilized by the tutor as they reach deep in-
side of the client and themselves to help draw out 
the most precious of human qualities: reason.
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Greetings and Best Wishes for 2014 . . . 

Our President, Dr. Bandyopadhyay, is away on a much deserved vacation to India, so I am taking the liberty of sending my final 
newsletter message as Executive Director. Yes, this time I am really committed to becoming Executive Director Emeritus. 
I know . . . I know; I have tried to escape before, but never managed to be successful. After much deliberation, it occurred to me that 
it would be easier to retire (not that I could ever really leave the NTA completely), if I had trained a replacement. So for the past few 
years, I have mentored an extraordinary individual who will be introduced at the April 2014 conference. 

The past 18 years have been nothing less than amazing. I would like to pay tribute to our Officers and Board of Directors who have 
offered their support, creativity, and dedication to the association and tutors we love. Proudly, the NTA has reconfigured itself over 
the years to become the leading tutoring association in the United States and a major player on the world tutoring stage. As you 
may remember, our President Elect, Avery Austin, was invited this past July to attend an annual international tutoring conference, a 
meeting of tutoring leaders and experts from selected countries. No other North American association was invited to partake in this 
crucial discussion. This is but one of the many initiatives that NTA has embraced to provide more visibility, greater voice, and better 
training for our members.  

In 2013, the Board of Directors made the bold decision to refrain from holding a conference in favor of redirecting NTA resources 
toward training thousands of peer tutors in inner city areas. We felt that our community obligation was clear. We also feel that for 
your patience and continued support, our members should be rewarded. To that end we have planned an incredible conference for 
this year, to be held April 5-9, 2014 at the Grand Hyatt Tampa Bay. Our goal is that the profits from this conference will endow two 
college scholarships for deserving tutors. “Tutors: Searching the Shore for Starfish,” will feature exciting keynote speakers such as 
Cheewa James, Native American education expert;  Merilee Sprenger, brain-based learning expert; and LeVar Burton, award  
winning actor and literacy activist. Please plan to join your colleagues and friends at this exciting event.        

Until then, take care all and thank you for one heck of a ride! Serving the NTA has been my distinct and most treasured honor. 

Sincerely,  

Sandi
Dr. Sandi Ayaz 
NTA Executive Director 

LETTEr FroM THE EXECUTIVE DIrECTor
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to challenge themselves to find relevance and the 
desire to conquer their studies.  The tutor must also 
be careful not be to drawn in to the chloric thirst 
for competition, but they should help the tutee to 
channel this energy to achieving their personal 
goals in a realistic way.  

Melancholic individuals will generally want to main-
tain the status quo; and may want to find meaning 
in relevance, seeking traditional values and wishing 
to uphold time-honored customs. (Boles, Silvano, & 
Silvano, 2005) Of the four temperaments the mel-
ancholic may have deeply felt emotions that might 
be repressed.  They will generally try to hold back 
on what they think, and say until they are forced to 
say or act upon these emotions.  The melancholic 
would be best served by the tutor, by showing them 
step by step process in a succinct and relevant man-
ner.   This type of learner may become stressed if 
they feel as though the process is not going in a me-
thodical sequence.

The sanguine have an artisan personality. (Kei-
rsey, 1998) They will look to understand new cir-
cumstances and are open to new experiences.  The 
sanguine according to Wundt is an individual that 
will be more open with their emotions and will be 
willing to express their thoughts more freely.  (Stel-
mack & Stalikas, 1991); (Wundt, 1887)  An analogy 
of these individuals would be that they are like the 
grasshopper in Aesop’s fable while the melancholic 
is like the ant.  (Aesop, 2005)  The sanguine needs 
the tutor to be patient and understanding to a de-
gree, but they must be helped to overcome the pos-
sibility of procrastination.  The andragogist must 
also be aware that the sanguine personality type 
may lash out at the tutor if they are under emotion-
al stress.

The last of the four temperaments is the phleg-
matic.  This individual might be slow to anger, sees 
the jovial side of things, and generally looks at life 
with a smirk on their face.  This individual may also 
be a bit sarcastic and can be very apathetic.  Kant 
in his work was very unflattering about this per-
sonality type and bluntly stated that “they have no 

Continued on Page 5
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The Sublime and beauTiful  
naTure of TuToring

In understanding the beauty of this virtue, it would 
behoove the andragogist to understand their clients’ 
temperament as well.  Body language can be used 
effectively in this regard, and the responses of the 
tutee to their tutor’s questions are most beneficial as 
well.  Plato, who was followed by Galen in humorial 
science, observed that human beings are generally 
of four varying temperaments: chloric, melanchol-
ic, sanguine, or phlegmatic. (Keirsey, 1998) While 
both of these gentlemen expressed temperament 
as physical characteristics manifested in the indi-
vidual, it must be stressed however that this theory 
is not used today in modern medicine.  Freidrich 
Schiller and Immanuel Kant both felt that the tem-
perament of humans lies in their souls. (Schiller, 
1983); (Kant, 1960) Furthermore, Wilheim Wundt 
who is considered by many the founder of psychol-
ogy, believed in the use of temperaments to help 
explain human behavior as well. (Stelmack & Stali-
kas, 1991); (Wundt, 1887)  At this point, it must be 
stressed that while there are in principle four main 
personality types.  Various factors such as but not 
limited to environment, stress, developmental chal-
lenges, and/or mental illness will play a major role 
in how each temperament perceives and reacts to 
the world around them.  It is therefore possible that 
an individual may have a particular temperament, 
but may act totally out of the norm for that tem-
perament because of the above mentioned factors.

As previously mentioned there are four archetype 
temperaments.  The chloric temperament is that of 
the athlete, the achiever, or the challenger accord-
ing to a book entitled: Kingdomality.  Chloric in-
dividuals want to see profit in what they are doing 
whether that profit lies financially, or in personal 
growth; they want to excel at everything they do.  
(Boles, Silvano, & Silvano, 2005) Chloric individu-
als with their bombastic personality will want to 
challenge not only the actions of why they are do-
ing something, but the thinking process for them-
selves and those around them as well.  (Kant, 1960) 
The tutor can best help the chloric by helping them 
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The Sublime and beauTiful  
naTure of TuToring

redeeming value whatsoever”.  (Kant, 1960)  On 
the other hand, David Keirsey in his book chose to 
think about phlegmatic personality type as one of 
an idealist.  He went so far as to switch the tem-
peraments of both the choleric and the phlegmat-
ic.  (Keirsey, 1998)  According to what I have ob-
served in my own practice, these types of students 
may be prone to a sudden emotional outburst after 
holding back from what they were really thinking 
which is similar to the melancholic.   They may be 
slower to adopt new ideas, but once they do they 
will jump in with both feet.  The phlegmatic is a 
complex personality temperament that may need 
assistance with procrastination, and other study/
learning skills.  This personality needs to be helped 
to understand the relevance for the class, and will 
not be easily persuaded to follow blindly.  They can 
be resistant to change and may want to seek perti-
nency to why they must complete an assigned task.  
On a side note, the tutor may feel that the client is 
not taking them seriously, and may feel frustrated 
by the tutee’s flippant and apathetic attitude.

In considering these basic principles of our own 
temperaments the andragogist may ask the ques-
tion: “Is an individual’s temperament similar to their 
personality?”   The answer is actually a profound 
yes. Myers-Briggs in their ground breaking work 
further defined temperaments in their personality 
temperament sorter that bears their names.  This 
test will show the individual’s personality  is further 
stratified not only by their basic temperaments as 
was defined in the humorial sciences, but by sixteen 
combinations of different personality types such as 
introvert vs. extrovert, feeling vs. sensing, and so 
on.  The result of this stratification not only helps 
the individual to become more aware of themselves 
and others, but also how they react to internal and 
external stimuli.   (Keirsey, 1998)

In considering our clients’ temperaments, it would 
also be beneficial for the andragogist to look at their 
own personality type as well.  This may in turn help 

the tutor to define which clients they should con-
sider assisting in their practice.  An individual who 
is phlegmatic generally does not work well with a 
chloric; the same can also be said in regards to the 
differences between the sanguine and the melan-
cholic. The previously mentioned personality dif-
ferences can be surmised as being polar opposites 
one to another.  Unless both tutor and client under-
stand each other and accept these temperament dif-
ferences it will be difficult to facilitate the learning 
process.  Again, this returns us to Kant’s original 
statement about how beauty can be defined:  “the 
universal ground for affection for other human be-
ings, and the esteem guaranteed to each member of 
the human race.”  (Kant, 1960)  As the tutor learns 
and develops their understanding of how personal-
ity plays a role in their work.  The andragogist will 
begin to realize that even with such a small facet to 
the overall educational process in which tutors seek 
to empower their students that the very nature both 
scientifically and artistically of andragogy is truly 
sublime and beautiful.

Train and certify Through 
the nTa!

The National Tutoring Association is the old-
est and largest association dedicated solely to the 
advancement of tutors. The NTA is the only as-
sociation in the United States accredited to train 
and provide certification to tutors, tutor trainers, 
and tutorial programs. We are also the only as-
sociation equipped to provide tutor training both 
face-to-face and online. In addition, the NTA is 
proud to announce that we are the first tutorial  
association to provide Tutor Trainer training on-
line with our new Capstone program provided in 
tandem with our affiliate company Crossroads 
of Learning. Because NTA training is accredited, 
teachers can derive CEU’s from our program, grad-
uate students can earn credit, and tutors take away 
a certification that is something of their own, a cer-
tificate that holds real meaning for them and future 
employers. The NTA trains and certifies more tu-
tors and trainers than any other association. Expe-
rience the difference. 

Train and certify through the NTA! 
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The caSe for on-demand 
TuToring 
By Nancy Shrader
Tutor Universe

This evening I sat on the bleachers enjoying my 
son’s band concert, all the while worrying about 
how I was going to get to the other side of town 
in time to shuttle my daughter from one practice 
to the next.  My kids participate in extracurricu-
lar activities before and after school and still have 
to study for finals and complete their homework.  
How can we do it all?  How can I help as a parent?  
This scenario is not only common for my family, 
it is also common amongst countless families with 
school-age children.  Sports, music, church, the arts 
and playtime take time.  They add valuable lessons 
to our children’s lives and add depth to their char-
acter.  But they also infringe upon time that could 
be used for schoolwork and other intellectual pur-
suits.  It is a balancing act for most families and, in 
an age when parents both work, there is also the 
business of the household thrown in there too.  

How does this play out?  In my house, there can be 
battles between the parent and the child. The child 
and parent are both tired from a full day.  The child 
is working on an assignment and needs help.  The 
parent offers to help, but is rebuffed because “they 
don’t understand” or they explain in a different way 
than the teacher.  Now there is work to be done and 
an emotional roadblock. 

I find this is the perfect situation to consult a tutor.  
Even if I do understand the homework, I may not 
be able to instruct my child effectively, and he/she 
may not be willing to accept my help.  A tutor will 
work with my child on the topic at hand, without 
the drama of the parent/child relationship.  As a tu-
tor myself, I have been the person that helps the 
student with their schoolwork and gave parents a 
break from that conflict.  

Today, as a Tutor Universe tutor, I can be available 
to my students on-demand.  When they are given 
an assignment or test prep work, I can be available 
to them online when they need me, rather than 

just at our usual prescheduled sessions.  For busy 
families, this can be the solution to the “not enough 
hours in the day” problem.  My own kids can log 
onto Tutor Universe 24/7 to find an available tu-
tor for their own instructional needs.  This comes 
in handy when one of them remembers at 10 pm 
they have 15 geometry proofs to decipher and don’t 
quite grasp the difference between postulates and 
theorems!

Some might say we are too busy or too oversched-
uled.  But the reality of families today includes 
choosing to participate in some of the plethora of 
options available to us.  This means that traditional 
models of homework, done after school in a quiet 
house, don’t apply anymore.  We look forward to the 
day, in the not so distant future, when we can con-
tact our Tutor Universe tutor on our smart phone 
while in transit between activities.  In the mean-
time, we find our quiet moments to focus on stud-
ies and work with our tutors when we need them.  

About Nancy Shrader

Nancy brings her experience as a classroom teach-
er, private tutor, and parent of teenagers to the role 
of Blog Editor at Tutor Universe.  Helping students 
become more independently successful and skill-
fully proficient in their studies has been a reward-
ing challenge over the years.  “My goal is to facili-
tate the TU blog as a community destination for 
idea exchange and lifelong learning.” 

register for the 2014 nTa 
conference Today! 

http://www.ntatutor.com/2014-confer-
ence-in-tampa.html

http://www.ntatutor.com/2014-conference-in-tampa.html
http://www.ntatutor.com/2014-conference-in-tampa.html
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congraTulaTionS To naperVille norTh 
high School liTeracy cenTer! 
By Dr. Sandi Ayaz
National Tutoring Association

Thank you to everyone who sent plush teddy bears and other animals during National Tutoring Week, The tutors 
at Naperville North High School collected the most plush, and have been named the winners of the NT Week 
contest. Two tutors from their school will attend the annual NTA conference in April, present a concurrent ses-
sion, and be recognized during the LeVar Burton Keynote Luncheon for their extraordinary work. Watch our next 
newsletter for more information on the literacy and tutoring efforts at Naperville North High School. 

 
 NTA “administrative assistants,” Rosie and Maddy inspect some of the many critters donated during 
 National Tutoring Week!
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TuToring on The non 
dominanT Side
By Donald Fowler
NTA-Advanced Level Tutor

Dear Fellow N.T.A. members, have you ever felt that 
you were not helping those in need or even making 
the slightest bit of a difference?  Have you ever felt 
that no matter which theory you used whether it 
was Vgotsky’s Zone of Proximal Development or 
Discourse Mismatch Theory that you were not get-
ting through to your students in the slightest?  If I 
may I would like to give to you a story of encour-
agement and hope that even in the most difficult of 
situations has helped me to realize how important 
we are to our students and their learning.

The first time I met Sidney, fictitious name, I real-
ized just how alone and afraid he was attending the 
college I work at.  His mother was his designated 
representative for F.E.R.P.A. and his champion.  She 
had met with me before his first session and wanted 
to discuss his special needs.   She also mentioned 
that he had a lot of trouble relating to strangers and 
that it might take a while for us to bond.  I appreci-
ated her insight and was thankful for the relevant 
knowledge she was able to supply.  Personally, I  
appreciate every nugget of information that I can 
receive when I’m working with students, and if a 
parent can legally offer those rare glimpses into the 
life of their child it really helps me to assist the stu-
dent to their full potential.

So, I sat down with Sidney, and introduced myself.  
During that first meeting he was very unrespon-
sive except for a slight grimace in one corner of his 
mouth.  I ask him questions at a steady pace that 
allowed him time to think, and reflect upon his an-
swer that is if he wanted to provide one.  At first 
Sidney only would open the book he wanted to be 
tutored in and point to the question he wanted help 
with.  He knew that I would not do his homework 
problems; therefore, he always pointed to questions 
that were not assigned.   That first meeting we did 
five problems in an hour.  His mother was wait-
ing in the lobby, and when the session was over; 
I walked with him to where she was waiting.  She 

asked about how it went, and I looked at Sidney and 
said, “I think we’re going to be best buds soon.  I’m 
proud of him he did five problems with a dude he 
doesn’t even know and all I can say is “Rock-on!””   
This caused Sidney to grin, and he seemed very 
pleased that I spoke with him instead of to him.  The 
next time we met, I took a chance and when he got 
a problem right I did a musical score from a video 
game that he absolutely loved.  It was a gamble, but 
I had listened to his mother and she had said he 
loved video games. Using a hunch, I took a chance 
that he might like this particular game.  After I had 
done this, he quickly glanced my way, and I heard 
his first words during the session.  “You like Final 
Fantasy?”  I said, “Yes!  I do and every time you win 
a battle with these math problems, I will sing you 
the victory song!”  At this point he hugged himself 
with great delight.

Simple little things like that first little ditty made all 
the difference.  As the semesters passed, so did the 
classes that he took which varied from mathematics 
to psychology to history.  All the while I saw, Sidney 
become a better and more self –reliant student.  I 
was so proud of him, and would beam every time 
I heard of a new and exciting new challenge that 
he would try and succeed at.  Some challenges had 
very successful outcomes, but others were to Sidney 
heartbreaking, but even in those tumultuous times 
Sidney would talk about what he learned from the 
experience even if it wasn’t something he neces-
sarily wanted to learn.  While sharing moments of 
happiness and even sorrow, I believe Sidney appre-
ciated the empathy that he felt from me especially 
in those not some wonderful moments.  Empathy 
can be one of an andragogist’s most powerful tools 
to help students, but a tutor must always be mind-
ful of when and where it can be used in an effective, 
relevant, and respectful manner.

The day Sidney graduated he didn’t want to come by 
and see me, but his mother told him that this might 
be the last time he might ever have the opportunity 
to do so.  Truly he was afraid of the emotions that 
he would feel, and wanted to just remember the 
good things.  As he approached I told him about 
how proud I was of him, and that I would be

 
Continued on Page 9
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TuToring on The non  
dominanT Side

at graduation looking for him.  He asked me how 
he would know it was me I told him I would wear 
the brightest red shirt I could find, and I would 
be in the upper right-hand balcony; furthermore, 
I would be waving like a maniac!  When he was 
walking in the processional, I noticed he was look-
ing absolutely frightened.  All these new people, an 
unfamiliar place, and all those weird sounds from 
the band as well as the audience where getting to be 
overwhelming for him.  Suddenly, he remembered 
what I said and looked up to the right.  What did he 
see?  Why his tutor, his mentor, and coach waving 
like a maniac in the brightest cherry red polo shirt 
I could find.  He stopped only for a second, waved 
and smiled, and went on to finish the graduation 
service.  I was tearing up and the person next to 
me asked, “Is that your son?”  Shaking my head, I 
replied, “No, that he was my tutee, and he’s now a 
graduate of this college.”  She replied, “Wow, I wish 
I had a tutor like you when I went to school.”

My dear colleagues, how can I express to you the 
joys and challenges of the profession that we all de-
cided to undertake?  If I could sit down with each 
of you and have a cup of coffee, and convey how 
vitally important you are to your students and their 
families I would do so in a heartbeat.  NTA is sell-
ing wrist bands that say, “Be a Tutor. Be a Hero”.  
This is so true, and it is so vital for you know that 
you are very important to the clients/tutees that 
you assist.  Some of them have given up all hope 
of doing anything with their lives, some have for-
gotten that they are important and they are a gift.  
I’m not saying that each person can be successful at 
everything they do, but what I’m trying to convey 
is that whether in success or failure, you can make 
a difference to those that you assist with your an-
dragogy.  Like Sidney, I found that no matter how 
much I gave to help him, I always got back a hun-
dred fold of knowledge and experience that would 
help me with my next student.  Were the times al-
ways fun and exciting?  Not at all, but looking back; 
I wouldn’t have had it any other way.

www.crossroadsoflearning.com
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The beTTer TuTor: The 
cerTified Teacher or 
nTa cerTified
TuTor?
By Ishmael Brown, Jr.
Founder, InfiNeXt Educational Solutions
NTA Advanced Tutor

How many tutors have ever wondered what it was 
like to be a teacher?

How many of us diligently wanted to BE a teacher?

Now how many of us are FORTUNATE that we are 
NOT teachers?

There are some of us who are fortunate to be BOTH 
teachers and tutors (myself included). We often bal-
ance the conundrum of both worlds; being in front 
of a class of multiple students (some eager to learn, 
others not so much) with the other responsibilities
that come along in the new age classroom, and then 
a couple hours here and there tutoring students 
struggling in various subjects. For those of us who 
do both, it is a “forked” double-edged sword.

The teacher in you is exhausted after a long day at 
a job that will pay the bills and pay towards retire-
ment. The tutor in you loves the clients, enjoys the 
one-to-one personal relationship, but after teach-
ing all day, do you really feel like tutoring?

Most teachers are commended for their effort and 
hard work for educating the learners, young and 
old, good and bad. There are accolades galore to 
celebrate the art of teaching academic subjects. 
Teaching is the ONLY profession where your job 
is to present in front of an audience of learners and 
the preparation for your presentation not only takes 
longer than the actually presentation itself, but be-
cause of other responsibilities, it is rare to prepare 
during business hours!

There is much to be said about the number of tasks 
a teacher is expected to perform in his or her own 
time and this is not always acknowledged, nonethe-
less I am fortunate to be one of America’s Teachers.

The teacher in you is exhausted after a long day at 
a job that will pay the bills and pay towards retire-
ment. The tutor in you loves the clients, enjoys the 
one-to-one personal relationship, but after teaching 
all day, do you really feel like tutoring?

Most teachers are commended for their effort and 
hard work for educating the learners, young and 
old, good and bad. There are accolades galore to 
celebrate the art of teaching academic subjects. 
Teaching is the ONLY profession where your job 
is to present in front of an audience of learners and 
the preparation for your presentation not only takes 
longer than the actually presentation itself, but be-
cause of other responsibilities, it is rare to prepare 
during business hours!

There is much to be said about the number of tasks 
a teacher is expected to perform in his or her own 
time and this is not always acknowledged, nonethe-
less I am fortunate to be one of America’s Teachers.

So parents, at the end the day, do you want a teacher 
or a National Tutoring Association Certified Tutor 
tutoring your child?

I don’t think either is better than the other. I believe 
that teachers work hard to have their audience (stu-
dents) know, comprehend, understand, and dem-
onstrate any academic concept. However, I believe 
that the National Tutoring Association tutor (with 
an endorsement) is highly trained AND highly 
qualified to replace any teacher in the classroom.

I also believe that at the end of the day, for any teach-
er that may come to your child mentally drained 
from the pressures of the day, there is a National 
Tutoring Association Certified Tutor that comes to 
your child with a fresher mind and an open oppor-
tunity to present differently.

I am not advocating against tutoring from teachers, 
just advocating for NTA Certified Tutors.
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Why an ouTrighT ban 
on TuToring Will fail
By Mohan Dhall
Founder – Global Tutoring Association (GTA)
CEO – Australian Tutoring Association (ATA)

As the field of private tutoring grows in every na-
tional jurisdiction around the world, governments 
are starting to take notice. However, an industry 
cannot simply appear. Industries and markets are 
created when consumers make choices about the 
things they would like. Markets reflect the desires 
of households. When household decide to spend 
money on something, then markets provide it. Pri-
vate tutoring has only arisen and grown because 
parents seek tutors. Any response by government 
must understand this fact. 

It is also important to understand why parents seek 
private tutors. Private tutors are taken on for many 
reasons some of which include that a child has par-
ticular learning needs, a student requiring greater 
self-confidence for subject content mastery, an op-
portunity to learn something not provided by the 
school, to supplement and reinforce the school ex-
perience, and to take a measure of control over the 
outcomes of education. Private tutoring may also 
be taken on in order to prepare for particular tests 
or exams including transfer tests for entry into a 
particular university or school, and achievement on 
a particular examination. Note that none of these 
reasons asserts a failure of public education.

Regulatory Responses
There are different means by which regulators can 
respond to private tutoring. At present in most na-
tions regulation for private tutoring is based on 
commercial law. This means that the need to protect 
consumers as buyers of services is the focus. Com-
mercial laws typically protect consumers through 
ensuring that businesses deliver on the services 
promised, allow for refunds and do not engage in 
misleading or deceptive advertising. In some na-
tions child protection is an additional set of regula-
tions to which there must be adherence.

The different government responses to the growth 
of private tutoring around the world may be sum-
marised as ranging from active encouragement 
through to a partial ban. Most nations take neither 
of these approaches, but opt to either do nothing 
or have a small level of regulation. The preferred 
model for governments internationally and also the 
private tutoring industry is that of self-regulation.

Government Encouraging Private Tutoring
The active encouragement of private tutoring can 
be seen in the responses of the governments in 
USA, France, Singapore and Malaysia. In France, 
taxation relief is offered to those to invest in private 
tutoring. In Malaysia teachers are allowed to tutor 
for up to 4-hours per week and in Singapore for up 
to 6-hours per week. In the USA the No Child Left 
Behind Policy allocated funds to schools in order 
that they engage private tutors for students requir-
ing literacy or numeracy support. Incidentally, this 
has also been an approach used in Australia and in 
South Africa. Currently mainstreams schools in the 
UK are using the pupil premium for private tutoring.

The ‘Do Nothing’ Approach
A ‘hands off ’ approach can be seen in numerous 
nations. No regulation specific to tutoring exists in 
Canada, Australia, New Zealand or Britain or in 
most other countries where tutoring takes place. 
Normal commercial laws apply to private tutors in-
cluding taxation laws and in some nations a back-
ground police check for child protection purposes 
is required.

Partial Regulation
Partial regulation is seen in many nations such as 
Korea, Singapore, Malaysia, Vietnam, Hong Kong 
and Lithuania. Generally these nations require that 
private tutoring businesses register with the relevant 
Ministry of Education and comply with standards 
of quality in terms of the tutoring environment. 
This means that successful registration includes an 
element of workplace safety. In this way the restric-
tions act as a form of licensing.

Continued on Page 12
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Stricter Bans
Some governments have taken the very extreme 
measure of a total ban. Nations that have done this 
in the past include Korea and Mauritius. In both 
instances a total ban has been unsuccessful. Ke-
nya, Myanmar, the UAE and India currently have 
a stricter ban and Turkey has announced a total 
ban is imminent. In Kenya the ban takes the form 
of schools being banned from allowing students to 
be privately tutored during school holidays – how-
ever this ban is routinely broken. In India, the UAE 
and Myanmar the ban is specific to teachers and in 
Korea the ban relates to private tutoring that takes 
place after 10pm. 

Self-Regulation
An alternative to regulation is the market-based 
response of self-regulation. Self-regulation occurs 
when an industry takes it upon itself to exercise 
responsibility and address any issues or concerns 
expressed by government, consumers and other 
stakeholders. In this model, the industry creates a 
peak representative body. The peak body then ar-
ticulates best practice and holds its member busi-
nesses accountable to a Code of Ethics. The most 
robust industry Codes are supported by consumer 
protection regulators.

There are two alternative approaches to self-regula-
tion: a reactive approach and a proactive approach.

Reactive Self-Regulation
Reactive self-regulation occurs when an industry 
feels threatened, usually because the government is 
threatening a ban or the imposition of strict regula-
tions. Nations where self-regulation has occurred 
due to concerns expressed by government are the 
UK, Korea and Hong Kong. However several na-
tions have no peak self-regulation body despite 
government concerns: India, Singapore, Vietnam, 
Pakistan and South Africa are examples.

Proactive Self-Regulation
Proactive self-regulation occurs when the industry 
creates a peak body but there is no real threat from 
government. Examples of nations with such bodies 
include Greece, Australia, New Zealand, USA, Cy-
prus, Germany, Netherlands and Turkey. Proactive 
self-regulation normally only demands that mem-
bers of the peak body abide by a Code of Ethics. 

A system of conflict resolution and accreditation are 
important aspects to responsible self-regulation.

The Proposed Turkish Government Ban and  
Possible Solutions
The Erdogan government is proposing a total ban 
on private tutoring. Evidence indicates that such a 
ban is doomed to failure. Thus it is a waste of time 
and resources and is causing great concern. The is-
sue is that the reasons for the proposed ban are not 
clear. The press has widely reported that possible 
reasons include that the growth of private tutoring 
is directly due to the loss of confidence in the pub-
lic education system. It has also been reported that 
the Erdogan government has a dispute with Islam-
ic scholar Gülen, who runs about one-fifth of the  
nation’s tutoring businesses. 

Taking these possible reasons at face value reveals 
that the proposed ban is a flawed policy response. 
Firstly, if there is a loss of confidence in public edu-
cation then that issue needs to be addressed direct-
ly by the government. Banning private tutoring will 
not address any perceived issue with public edu-
cation. That is a separate issue from any concerns 
about private tutoring.

The issue of public school funding may need to be 
addressed. Imaginative regulators may suggest that 
taxes derived from private tutoring firms can be ap-
plied to support public education, if that is an is-
sue. 

If the issue centres on a dispute with the Gülen move-
ment then an outright ban is again a flawed response. 
Why disrupt an entire industry, families and stu-
dents to make a point? Why threaten to punish with  

Continued on Page 13
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ridiculous fines when, even in nations where some 
type of ban exists, the sanctions are not punitive?

The Right to Choose
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights Article 
26(3) UDHR states that parents have the prior right 
to choose the kind of education they want for their 
child. Private tutoring involves the discretionary al-
location of funds to the private sector by parents 
interested in shaping the educational outcomes and 
opportunities of their children. The proposed ban 
represents an assault on human rights. Of all rights, 
the right to an education is one of the most impor-
tant. 

Bans Fail
Banning parents from exercising choice will not 
stop them from doing so. Current evidence from 
Korea, Kenya and Mauritius indicates that banning 
private tutoring simply leads to the practice being 
done in secret. This actually makes any issues in 
relation to the industry more problematic for the 
government because the secrecy it induces means 
taxes are avoided, pedagogy and minimum stan-
dards all cannot be controlled.

The Way Forward
Before to considering any changes the government 
should conduct an inquiry, inclusive of parents, the 
industry and mainstream educators. This inquiry 
could at least determine what, if any, response is 
appropriate to ameliorate any concerns. Of course, 
the industry too should ask tough questions such as 
how the sector can work with mainstream schools in 
the interests of parents and their children. It should 
also look at a strong, though voluntary, Code of 
Ethics and some form of minimum accreditation.

Whatever the next steps are, engagement, openness 
and consideration must be priorities.

Promote Tutoring!
order your braceleTS 

noW!

$100*
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ntatutor@aol.com to place an order.
* plus S/H
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eThicS in The uniVerSiTy SySTem
By Paul Johnson
Private Physics Tutor
Elk Grove, CA

One of the concerns regarding education in the United States is that graduating seniors do poorly at world-wide 
examinations in mathematics and sciences. Students from the Scandanavian countries, China and Canada score 
highly in these tests. This has major implications for this country since innovation, research and their applications 
have been been central to the creation of jobs and maintenance of the economy. Everyone seems to have an opin-
ion and often these opinions place responsibility on the government, schools, teachers, students or a mixture of 
these options. I am writing this editorial from my observations as a former tenured member of faculty in a profes-
sional school at a major university in the United States.

Although I taught in seminars and small groups, my major didactic teaching responsibility was teaching biological 
sciences to classes of over 100 students. The teaching ratio was not the best but I saw all of them in other aspects 
of their training. These students, for the most part, already had undergraduate degrees in some area of science. 
One of the aspects of my course which was an area of some concern to the students was that my exams were not 
multiple choice but instead were all essays. This not only examined the student’s knowledge of the material but also 
forced them to express this knowledge in a coherent fashion. I graded the exams for content and not aspects of 
sentence structure or spelling. This did, however, force the students to know the material rather than just recognize 
and associate one word with another as with multiple choice exams. Marking these exams was a rather horrendous 
slog (100 exams, 5 essays per exam, 2 exams in the course) but when I finished, I had a fairly comprehensive idea 
of what each student knew. In addition, because I had clinical qualifications as well as a PhD, I deliberately made 
the course  relevant to what they would need to know for patient care.

One aspect of the approach these students had to their lectures was that they did not take their own notes. Instead, 
they, formed a rotation with five students from the class taking notes while the rest of the class relied on the five 
students for a record of the session. These students were a random selection of different achievers and had random 
skills at note-taking. I often reviewed these notes because I was concerned about their accuracy. This was, also, an 
era just prior to the predominant use of cell phones. Other current members of faculty now tell me that texting 
during lectures is a major problem. My feeling is that if texting is not compatible with driving cars, it is probably 
not compatible with focusing on lectures. 

I also believe that, while governments express concern over lack of qualified scientists and technically trained 
individuals, there are many areas which have somehow escaped their notice. For example, I do not know what na-
tionality the post-doctoral fellows at MIT are currently, but, in past, a large percentage of them (about 50%) were 
not American citizens. The United States spends billions of dollars on research and trains numerous citizens from 
other countries. Supervisors of research in these institutes try to place, at least some of these people, with jobs in 
America but most of them are almost universally in the country with J visas. This means that after their training 
they must return to their home country. I could never understand how the United States could spend so much 
money on research and not have government representatives interviewing these people to see if Americans needed 
their skills in this country as a by-product of this investment. This aspect could very easily be made a condition of 
funding by the National Institutes of Health. I was originally from Canada and a condition of my Canadian fund-
ing for training in the United States was that I had to show that there were not comparable facilities in Canada. 
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This was very difficult because there are a number of good institutes in that country. The Canadian government is 
very reluctant to fund some of their best people in other countries where they could be recruited. Other countries 
are not anxious to train people for the United States. They want them in their home countries. Should the United 
States aggressively recruit people that this country has trained with government grants?

When in my laboratory, I supervised research for students who were Asian, Hispanic and African American. Most 
of these students published their work, some in highly prestigious scientific journals. Many members of faculty, 
including myself, participated in competing for  group grants from the federal government to get stipends for 
students. The diversity of our student population was always considered to be important and was a major aspect 
of these submissions. This diversity should be a strong aspect of teaching since students from different cultures 
perceive problems differently and often explore innovative solutions.

One of the concerns of government is to provide money to build schools and facilities for education. Another 
concern is that they want to hold teachers accountable for their actions.My feeling is that education needs money 
badly and that this is probably an excellent use of public funds. Certainly it will be necessary for the future. I am 
not entirely sure that excessive stress on teacher accountability is necessarily a good idea since objective measure-
ments often include other factors which are beyond a teacher’s control. It might, however, identify totally incom-
petent teachers so that they can be removed from the system.

My belief is that the key to improving schools will involve a grass-roots approach where people with skills and even 
those without skills are giving time to schools because it is important and is one of the most patriotic things they 
can do. Those who feel they have no skills should perhaps reconsider. Many people can read to a child. Parents 
should be reading to their two- and three- year old children on a daily basis. I do not necessarily mean telling stores 
before bedtime. I mean sitting beside each other so that the child is watching the page while the parent reads. More 
programs are needed which stress learning at a very early age especially for children who do not have parents who 
can teach them. Children’s minds are very plastic. If they are pushed in a direction at an early age, this is likely the 
direction they will follow in their adult life. 

This editorial has tried to emphasize accountability by everyone for the education received by students. One of  
the hallmarks in the foundation of this country is to ensure that all citizens have equal opportunity. People and 
governments all need to contribute to education to ensure that students are well trained so that they can take ad-
vantage of these opportunities.
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The effecTS of STudenT 
coaching in college:  
an eValuaTion of a
randomized experimenT 
in STudenT menToring
By Dr. Eric P. Bettinger 
Stanford University School of Education
by Rachel Baker 
Stanford University School of Education

First Part of a Three-Part Series

I. Introduction

While college attendance rates have risen dramati-
cally over the past four decades, college completion 
has not kept pace. For example, while the percent-
age of 23-year olds with some college experience 
increased by 31 percent between 1971 and 1999, 
degree completion by this age increased by only 4 
percent (Turner 2004). Part of this decline is due 
to students taking more time to complete degrees 
(e.g. Turner 2004, Dynarski and Deming 2008), yet 
whereas the U.S. previously led the world in the 
percentage of the population having bachelor’s de-
grees, it has now lost that leadership. Over the last 
three decades, cohort-based completion rates have 
increased by 2-3 percentage points across cohorts 
in the US while other OECD countries such as the 
UK and France have seen 10-15 percentage point 
increases in completion rates (OECD 2007).

These concerns about educational attainment have 
led to increased scrutiny of college completion and 
movements to hold universities accountable for 
graduation rates. Foundations and policymakers 
have increased their focus on improving persis-
tence and graduation rates. For example, President 
Obama’s 2009, 2010 and 2011 State of the Union 
addresses have all touched on college completion, 
most notably in 2009 when he said, “This country 
needs and values the talents of every American. 
That is why we will provide the support necessary 
for you to complete college and meet a new goal: by 
2020, America will once again have the highest pro-
portion of college graduates in the world” (Obama, 

2009). This focus on completion rates is not new; 
universities have long been concerned with low 
completion rates and have actively searched for 
strategies to increase college persistence and com-
pletion. One such effort which is the focus of our 
paper has been the use of mentors and coaches to 
facilitate student persistence and completion.

The use of college counselors is a well established 
practice in higher education. Work by Tinto (1975, 
1998) on the social and academic factors leading 
to dropout and recent studies (e.g. Goldrick-Rab 
2010, Bettinger, Long, Oreopoulos, and Sanbon-
matsu 2010) highlight how personalized support 
and advising might bridge students’ informational 
gaps and help students complete tasks they might 
not otherwise complete.

Our paper focuses on coaching, a form of college 
mentoring. InsideTrack is an independent provider 
of coaching services that incorporates a combina-
tion of methodologies, curricula, and technologies. 
InsideTrack matches students to potential coaches, 
and these coaches regularly contact their students 
to provide help and support as they are starting a 
semester of study and as they continue through 
their first year in school. In coaches’ interactions 
with students, they work to help students prioritize 
their studies, plan how they can be successful, and 
identify and overcome barriers to students’ aca-
demic success. Specifically, the coaches focus sig-
nificant time assessing the student’s life outside of 
school, which InsideTrack has found to be the lead-
ing influencer on student persistence and comple-
tion. Topics such as personal time commitments 
(work scheduling), primary care-giving responsi-
bilities, and financial obligations are common dur-
ing a student-coach interaction.

Over the past decade, InsideTrack has provided 
student coaching at a variety of public, private, and 
proprietary colleges. The company’s model focuses 
on partnering with universities to deliver its men-
toring program. Inside Track provides required 
people, processes and technologies. The economies 
of scale the company realizes from serving multiple 

Continued on Page 17
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institutions enables it to make investments that are 
typically out of reach for individual colleges and 
universities.

Our data come from InsideTrack. We requested data 
from InsideTrack for the 2003-2004 school years 
and the 2007-2008 school years.1 During these two 
years, InsideTrack conducted a total of 17 different 
randomized studies in cooperation with participat-
ing universities. InsideTrack wanted to convince 
the participating universities of its effectiveness, so 
to eliminate bias, InsideTrack used randomization 
in each of these cohorts to determine with which 
students they worked. Within institutions, Inside-
Track randomly divided eligible students into two 
balanced groups and then allowed the respective 
institution to choose which set of students would 
receive support. These pseudo-lotteries enable us to 
compare the set of students who received coaching 
to those who did not and to create unbiased esti-
mates of the impact of the services.2

We find that retention and completion rates were 
greater in the coached group. This held true for ev-
ery length of time following enrollment. After six 
months, students in the coached group were 5.2 
percentage points more likely to still be enrolled 
than students in the non-coached group (63.2 per-
cent vs. 58.0 percent). At the end of 12 months, the 
effect was 5.3 percentage points. The effects persist-
ed for at least one more year after the coaching had 
concluded. After 18 months, there was a 4.3 per-
centage point increase in college retention and af-
ter 24 months, there was still a 3.4 percentage point 
treatment effect from the coaching. These differ-
ences are all statistically significant over a 99 per-
cent confidence interval. Moreover, these results do 
not change when we control for age, gender, ACT 
score, high school GPA, SAT score, on- or off-cam-
pus residence, receipt of a merit scholarship, Pell 
Grant awards, math and English remediation. For 
three cohorts for which we have degree comple-

tion data, we find that graduation rates increased 
by four percentage points. All of these estimated ef-
fects represent the intention to treat, and given that 
not all students selected for the treatment actually 
participated in the treatment, estimates of the ef-
fect of the treatment on the treated are likely much 
higher.

1 InsideTrack worked with more than just these 17 cohorts during these two 
years. The 17 cohorts represent all of the cases where lotteries were used in 
these two years. The research team selected the two years used in the re-
search. We chose the 2004 cohorts so that we could make some comparisons 
to the 2003/2004 Beginning Postsecondary Study. We chose the 2007 cohorts 
as they are the most recent cohort for whom we observe 24-month retention 
rates.

2 InsideTrack also worked with additional cohorts in the two years upon 
which we focus. In these other cohorts, the universities or colleges wanted 
InsideTrack to serve all students at their campus rather than a subset. In or-
der to identify the effects of the program, we focus on the 17 cohorts where 
lotteries were used.

II. Background on Student Coaching

College Retention Studies

College retention has long been the focus of re-
search in sociology, education, and economics, 
and the relationship between student and institu-
tional characteristics and college graduation rates 
has been a frequent topic in the academic literature 
(e.g. Tinto 1975, 1998; Gansemer-Topf and Schuh 
2006 ). The academic literature has identified sev-
eral barriers which could potentially reduce gradu-
ation rates. For example, one direction of research 
has largely focused on financial barriers and liquid-
ity constraints (e.g. Dynarski and Deming 2010, 
Belley and Lochner 2008) or students’ incentives 
(e.g. Angrist, Lang, and Oreopoulos 2006). These 
studies often focus on identifying the effects of ad-
ditional financial aid on students’ persistence and 
graduation (e.g. Dynarski 2010, Bettinger 2004).
There are other lines of research which are ger-
mane to our study of college mentorship. College 
mentorship has elements of academic preparation, 
information gathering, and social integration. For 
example, one of the goals of a college mentor is to 
help a student academically prepare for their cours-
es. Academic preparation has long been acknowl-
edged as a contributing factor to college retention 
(e.g. Adelman & Gonzalez 2006). Studies of college 

Continued on Page 18
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remediation (e.g. Calcagno and Long 2008, Bet-
tinger and Long 2008) have attempted to identify 
whether academic remediation can improve stu- 
dents’ college outcomes. In college mentoring, the 
mentors often counsel students both on how to 
acquire better study skills and on how to identify 
additional academic resources at their respective 
institutions.

Another related line of study comes from the emerg-
ing research in behavioral economics. Recent stud-
ies have focused on the complexity of processes that 
students face and the information upon which they 
make decisions (e.g. Bettinger, Long, Oreopoulos, 
and Sanbanmatsu 2010). Students often need a 
“nudge” (Thaler 2008) to complete complex tasks. 
In higher education, it is often assumed that course 
requirements provide that nudge or that students 
are sufficiently self-motivated to not need external 
stimuli. College graduation rates show that that 
assumption might not be true; student coaching 
might be a mechanism to “nudge” students. One 
of the goals of student coaching is to motivate the 
students to complete tasks.

A final set of related research focuses on students’ 
feelings of separation and exclusion and how per-
ceived separation might contribute to drop-out 
rates. Tinto (1975) articulated a theory of retention 
which suggests that feelings of separation lead to 
students dropping out. Researchers have attempted 
to identify ways to decrease students’ feelings of 
separation (e.g. Bloom and Sommo 2005). Student 
coaching may be a way for universities to reach out 
to students who may not otherwise be connected to 
their respective institutions.

There are a number of related interventions which 
attempt to influence students in multiple dimen-
sions. For example, Bloom and Sommo (2005) 
examined learning communities. Learning com-
munities enroll a cohort of undergraduate students 
in a common set of courses and often have these 

students reside near each other. The idea is to cre-
ate a “community” where the students will not feel 
isolated. While the communities in this study led 
to improved academic performance, they did not 
increase college persistence. Scrivener et al’s 2008 
study of a freshman learning community found that 
students randomly assigned to the treatment group 
moved through remedial courses more quickly, 
took and passed more courses and earned more 
credits in their first semester than students in the 
control group. Two years later, they were also more 
likely to be enrolled in college.

Other interventions have focused on improving the 
efficacy of students’ academic habits, time manage-
ment and study skills. For example, Zeidenberg, 
Jenkins and Calcagno (2007) found that enroll-
ment in a student success course (classes that focus 
on time management, note taking, learning styles 
and long term planning) at Florida community col-
leges corresponded to an increase in persistence 
rates of eight percentage points. Other studies (e.g. 
Kern, Fagley, & Miller 1998; Robbins et al 2004) 
that has shown a positive link between productive 
study habits and cumulative GPA and college per-
sistence.

In recent years, several educational interventions 
have attempted to use college counseling as a means 
for improving college outcomes. However, treat-
ments identified as “counseling” or “advising” vary 
greatly- some are strictly academic, others focus on 
study skills and social needs. Some treatments em-
ploy school personnel while others test the efficacy 
of utilizing third party providers.

The need for student support in college has been 
well documented. Research has found that many 
community college students have little knowledge 
of course requirements and are unsure if their 
courses will meet requirement needs (Goldrick-
Rab, 2010). Deil-Amen and Rosenbaum (2003) 
note that such structured advising is advantageous 
to students with less social know-how (first genera-
tion college students and those from lower socio-
economic backgrounds). They find that such stu-
dents often do not know that they need help, don’t 

Continued on Page 19
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take the initiative to seek it out or don’t know what 
questions to ask.

Additionally, traditional college counseling pro-
grams are unable to provide support for all stu-
dents. A study of counselors at community colleges 
conducted by the American College Counseling 
Association found that counselors report high 
student-to-counselor ratios. Fifty-five percent of 
schools have counselor to student ratios between 1 
per 1500 and 1 per 3500 (Gallagher 2010).

The literature on the effects of college advising on 
retention is growing. A few rigorous studies have 
recently been conducted. One study (Scrivener & 
Weiss 2009) studied the effect of enhanced counsel-
ing at two community colleges in Ohio. They found 
that students randomly assigned to an intervention 
consisting of increased counseling (meeting with a 
program counselor twice a term for two terms) and 
a small stipend (to incentivize students’ attendance 
in this more frequent, intensive advising) registered 
for classes at a higher rate than did students in the 
control group. The effects dissipated after the inter-
vention had ended.

Brock and Richburg-Hayes (2006) investigation of 
the Opening Doors Scholarship program in Louisi-
ana tested the effects of financial incentives and in-
dividual college counseling. Students could receive 
as much as $1000 per semester for their academic 
performance. College counselors followed up with 
students and reminded them of the incentive. 
Opening Doors students signed up for more credits 
than those in the treatment group, they were more 
successful in passing courses and they persisted in 
school in greater numbers.

Angrist, Lang and Oreopoulos (2009) examined the 
effects of financial incentives and support services 
on academic achievement and persistence. Students 
were randomized into three treatment groups and 
a control group. The first treatment group was of-

fered a range of support services including access 
to mentoring by older students and additional aca-
demic support. The second group was eligible to 
receive a substantial financial fellowship. The third 
treatment group was offered a combination of ser-
vices and financial incentives. The authors found 
that students who were in the group receiving the 
combination of financial incentives and support 
services benefited the most. That group earned 
more credits, had higher GPAs and had lower levels 
of academic probation over the course of the year. 
The effect on grades persisted into the second year, 
after the program had finished. There was no im-
pact on grades found for the services only group 
and the students who received the fellowship only 
showed a small increase in grades. Importantly, 
these results were driven only by significant effects 
on female students; male students showed no in-
creases in retention or academic success.

These previous studies provide a rich context for the 
current investigation. While these studies parallel 
this study in important ways, most of the prior rig-
orous research on the effects of college counseling 
has included other factors, most notably financial 
incentives. While these studies suggest that advis-
ing can be an effective strategy for improving col-
lege success, the effect of trained one-on-one coun-
selors on retention has not been studied by itself.

register for the 2014 nTa 
conference Today! 

http://www.ntatutor.com/2014-confer-
ence-in-tampa.html

http://www.ntatutor.com/2014-conference-in-tampa.html
http://www.ntatutor.com/2014-conference-in-tampa.html
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meeT The KeynoTe 
SpeaKerS for 21ST  
annual nTa conference
April 5 - 9, 2014
Tampa, Florida

The 21st Annual NTA Conference in Tampa is 
shaping up to be one of the most important confer-
ences that we’ve had. We’ve never been so excited!

Join us in Tampa, April 5 - 9, 2014 and see these 
fabulous speakers plus the other fun and exciting 
activities that we’ve planned for you - or take ad-
vantage of the sun and fun that Tampa Bay offers.

leVar burton
Keynote Luncheon
Tuesday, April 8, 2014 
12:00 p.m. to 1:45 p.m.

The multi-talented LeVar Burton has captured the 
attention of audiences and peers for over two de-
cades, catapulting to a new level within the enter-
tainment industry. As a multiple Daytime Emmy 
Award and Grammy Award winning actor, direc-
tor, producer, author, and celebrity speaker, LeVar 
Burton proves he can do it all. LeVar Burton's 
first professional audition, at the age of 19, led 
to his being cast as Kunta Kinte in the acclaimed 
miniseries ROOTS. The phenomenal success 
of ROOTS launched his career as an actor, and 
earned him an Emmy nomination for Best Lead 
Actor in a Mini-Series. He is also well known for 
his acting on the television show Christy and on 
Star Trek: The Next Generation.

As a literacy advocate and education speaker, 
LeVar Burton is well-known for his long-running 
PBS show, Reading Rainbow. As a producer 
and star of the show, Burton has won ten Emmy 
Awards, five NAACP Awards, and multiple nomi-
nations. He is most proud of Reading Rainbow's 
ability to use television to help create human be-
ings who are passionate about literature. In 2012, 
Burton announced the launch of Reading Rain-
bow's mobile app, aimed at fitting the needs of a 
new generation of children.
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cheewa James
General Opening Session
Monday, April 8, 2014 
7:30 a.m. to 9:00 a.m.

"If It Is To Be, It Begins With Me" is the powerful 
motivational motto Cheewa urges her audiences 
to use. With a name like Cheewa, there has to be 
something different going on...and there is. She 
says it best herself: "My father is Modoc Indian 
and my mother is German."

Although addressing contemporary, cutting edge 
business and training issues, Cheewa often uses 
Native American thinking to illustrate a point. She 
creates a feel for diversity in a very subtle way. 
Cheewa James was born on the Klamath Indian 
Reservation, Oregon, and is enrolled with the 
Modoc Tribe of Oklahoma. Cheewa's father Clyde 
"Chief" James was America's first Native Ameri-
can professional basketball player.

An accomplished author with nearly 150 articles 
in print, Cheewa's work has appeared in Smithso-
nian, National Wildlife, Chicago Tribune, Port-
land Oregonian and Kansas City Star. Her latest 
book, MODOC: The Tribe That Wouldn't Die, is 
the phenomenal story of her own tribe, written 
over a 12 year period.

marilee Sprenger
Keynote Luncheon
Monday, April 8, 2014 
12:00 p.m. to 1:45 p.m.

Marilee Sprenger is a highly regarded educator, 
presenter, and author who has taught students 
from Pre-kindergarten through graduate school. 
She has been translating neuroscience research 
for over twenty years and has engaged audiences 
internationally. The author of eight books and 
numerous articles, Marilee is a popular keynote 
speaker who is passionate about brain-research 
based teaching strategies which include differenti-
ated instruction and wiring the brain for success.

Marilee is a member of the American Academy 
of Neurology, the Learning and the Brain Society, 
and the Cognitive Neuroscience Society. She is an 
adjunct professor at Aurora University, teaching 
graduate courses on brain based teaching, learning 
and memory, and differentiation. Teachers who 
have read Marilee's work or heard her speak agree 
that they walk away with user-friendly informa-
tion that can be applied at all levels.
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TuToring in color 
By Ishmael Brown, Jr.
Founder, InfiNeXt Educational Solutions
NTA Advanced Tutor

What would the world look like without color, or 
just black and white?  At some point long ago in the 
past, we had the fortune of viewing television shows 
in black-and-white.  It was a breakthrough at the 
time, but being born in the 1970’s as the metamor-
phosis to color TVs became commonplace, I can 
remember as a child viewing on our color television 
show in black-and-white shows thinking “How can 
people see in black and white?” and “How can you 
make out different things if everything is only in 
black and white?”  

In the classroom, we have evolved from the black-
board (green in color) with yellow chalk to electron-
ic devices with thousands in colors.  Our teachers 
use various resources that encourage our students 
to learn, especially online services.  In tutoring, we 
too are evolving with technologies; smart phones, 
tablets, and the like.  However, when it is neces-
sary to write, we should consider one basic luxury; 
writing notes in color.

Why is this important?  Earlier, I mentioned dis-
tinguishable items on television.  It is comparable 
to learning new concepts as well.   Tutees under-
stand better when demonstrations (letters, num-
bers, and characters) are distinguishable.  The eyes 
will generally focus in on the “unusual” or “unique”.   
The Center for Teaching and Learning at Standard 
University also noted that the mapping method of 
note-taking “is easy to edit notes by ... color cod-
ing.”  (n.d.)  Even in the title of this article, the col-
ors are very noticeable and the eyes tend to float 
back to the top of the page.  Here is an example to 
express my point:

2x - 5 = 23
2x - 5 + 5 = 23 + 5
2x = 28
2x    28     =2       2
x = 14

In this two-step equation, we are solving for x. With 
no explanation of what is going on, it looks monot-
onous and boring.  The tutee who has no clue on 
this concept would have a difficult time following 
and may have a litany of questions.  Let’s take the 
same problem and give it color.

2x - 5 = 23
2x - 5 + 5 = 23 + 5
2x = 28
2x    28     =2       2
x = 14

When the color of the text is distributed correctly, 
tutees are more apt to follow what is going on, and 
less apt to ask repetitive questions.  Notice that the 
same number is being added on both sides of the 
equal sign (line 2) and the same number is being 
divided by on both sides of the equal sign (line 4).  
The tutee can understand the cliché, “What you do 
to one side, you do to the other.” 

Color also makes a difference in literacy as well.  
Sentence structure, reading comprehension, and 
other aspects help tutees to distinguish what con-
cepts to focus on.  As a National Tutoring Associa-
tion Advanced Tutor, if you are doing face-to-face 
tutoring, I would recommend tutors to invest in 
color pens and/or color pencils, and a dry erase 
board with colored markers.  So you can see how 
color makes tutoring interesting and fun, plus it 
looks good too.  

Glickman, A. (n.d.) Teaching and Learning; Taking  
 Notes, Evaluate Your Present Note-Taking 
  System.  The Center for Teaching and Learn- 
 ing, Stanford University. Retrieved from 
 http://www.law.harvard.edu/current/stu- 
 dent-services/taking_notes.pdf



Capital University's National Tutoring Week celebration
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celebraTing naTional TuToring WeeK 2013
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Please Print or Type As You Would Like Information to Read on Your Nametag

Last Name_________________________________________ First Name_________________________________
Institution or Affiliation ________________________________________________________________________
Office Address   _______________________________________________________________________________
City _____________________________________________________ State ________________ Zip ___________
Phone __________________________________________  FAX _______________________________________
Email (required for registration confirmation)   ______________________________________________________
Current Position or Title ________________________________________________________________________
Please check if this is your first NTA Conference  q    Vegetarian Meals   q  
Special Needs  ________________________________________________________________________________

CONFERENCE FEES (Does Not Include Annual Membership)

FULL CONFERENCE
Registration Fee For Members $295.00 – Early Registration received by January 31, 2014
     $345.00 – Late Registration
For Non-members   $345.00 – Early Registration received by January 31, 2014
     $375.00 – Late Registration
For Undergraduate Students* $185.00 -- with proof of status
Graduate Students*    $195.00 – with proof of status
PER DAY FEES
Registration Fee to Attend One Day $185.00    Which day? _______________________
Undergraduate/Graduate Students* $155.00    Which day? _______________________

* Full time or part-time graduate students not employed full time by the college or university 
      
TOTAL BASIC REGISTRATION FEES                      $ _________________

ADDITIONAL WORKSHOPS:
Basic Certification  $155.00   q   Learning Preferences  $115.00   q 
Intermediate Certification $155.00   q      Drum Magic   $15.00     q                  
Advanced Certification $155.00   q   Dinner at the Columbia  $13.00     q              
         (Transportation Only)
Please Select Your Tuesday Luncheon Entree:
Salmon  ❐	 Beef Tenderloin ❐	 Special Meal ❐	(Gluten Free, Vegetarian, etc.)                                                       

TOTAL ADDITIONAL WORKSHOP FEES $ _________________       

TOTAL AV FEES (Presenters Only)   $ _________________ 

TOTAL CONFERENCE FEES ENCLOSED   $ _________________   NTA’s FEIN:35-2196495

Early Registration Deadline: January 31, 2014 
       Make Checks Payable to: NTA FEIN: 35-2196495
       Send Completed Form with check or PO to:
       Dr. Sandi Ayaz, Executive Director
       National Tutoring Association     
       PO Box 6840      
       Lakeland FL 33807-6840
       All Fees Are Due Before the Conference Begins.

The NTA Also Accepts PayPal 
via our Website:

http://www.ntatutor.com/conference-
registration-form.html

nTa 2014 conference registration form

http://www.ntatutor.com/2014-conference-in-tampa.html
http://
http://
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21ST annual nTa 
conference Schedule
April 5 - 9, 2014
Tampa, Florida

Saturday, April 5, 2014

Pre-Conference Workshop #1

8:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.
“Basic Tutor Certification Workshop”
Presented by NTA Master Level Certified Tutor 
Trainers. 
Lunch Provided.

Please make sure that you read “Institutional 
Trainer Candidates” where you will find additional 
information about trainer certification.

Pre-Conference Workshop #2

12:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
“Understanding Learning Preferences In Tutoring”
Presented by NTA Master Tutor Trainers.

Sunday, April 6, 2014

Pre-Conference Workshop #3

8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
“Certification Workshop for Academic Coaches” 
Lunch Provided
Presented by Avery Austin, NTA National Train-
ing Coordinator.

(Prerequisite- Completion of NTA Tutoring Foun-
dations Basic Level Tutoring Course)

Sunday, April 6, 2014 continued

Pre-Conference #4

8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
“Intermediate Tutor Certification Workshop”
Lunch Provided
Presented by NTA Master Level Certified Tutor 
Trainers. 

Welcome Reception

6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Featuring Sala’s South Seas Review!
Disc Jockey / Karaoke / Dancing / Hors D’oeuvres
Nametag Event 
Showtimes: 7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

Monday, April 7, 2014

Registration and Exhibits Open

7:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 

General Breakfast Session

7:30 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. 
“General Opening Session”
Keynote Speaker: Cheewa James
Nametag Event. 

 
Concurrent Sessions    

9:15 a.m. to 11:50 a.m.

Luncheon

12:00 p.m. to 1:45 p.m. 
“A Celebration of Tutors”
Awards Ceremony.
Keynote Speaker: Marilee Sprenger
Nametag Event.
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Monday, April 7, 2014 continued

Concurrent Sessions

 2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. 

 
Enjoy Tampa!

5:00 p.m. to . . .

Drum Magic

7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
$15.00 per person.
Limited to the first 200 registrations. 
Do not miss this unique event!

Tuesday, April 8, 2014

Registration and Exhibits Open

7:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 

Pre-Conference #5

8:30 a.m. to 11:50 a.m.
“Advanced Tutor Certification Workshop Part I”
See Wednesday April 9, 2014 schedule for Part II
Presented by NTA Master Level Certified Tutor 
Trainers.

Concurrent Sessions

 8:30 a.m. to 11:50 a.m.

Keynote Luncheon

12:00 p.m. to 1:45 p.m.
Keynote Luncheon
Keynote Speaker: LeVar Burton
Nametag Event  

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 continued

Concurrent Sessions

2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

**Dinner at The Columbia

6:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Flamenco show!
1/2 off cover paid by the NTA!
Cost: $13.00 per person for transportation and 
cover. Price does not include meal.
** Limited to the first 75 registrations.

Wednesday April 9, 2014

Continental Breakfast

7:30 a.m. to 8:30 a.m.

Concurrent Sessions

 8:30 a.m. to 11:50 a.m.

Pre-Conference #5 Continued

12:00pm to 5:00pm 
“Advanced Tutor Certification Workshop Part II”
Lunch Provided
Pre-requisite: Advanced Workshop Part I
Presented by NTA Master Level Certified Tutor 
Trainers.

Lunch on Your Own

12:00 p.m. to 1:15 p.m.

Concurrent Sessions

1:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.



a looK bacK aT croSS-
roadS of learning: 2013 
By Bob Lasiewicz
Managing Director

In the final weeks of 2013, we spent some time 
checking in with course graduates and program co-
ordinators across the globe. I’d like to recount some 
of the experiences that schools, tutoring companies 
and community agencies have shared with us, and 
how Crossroads of Learning training courses and 
curriculum continues to impact academic support 
and professional development to participating tu-
tors, academic coaches and training staff.   

Tutor Training News

Public/Private Collaboration in Detroit: The Lear 
Corporation/Detroit Public Schools peer tutor 
training and student development program is now 
in its second year at East English Village Prepara-
tory Academy in Detroit. This year, 150 high school 
students have received tutor training and are now 
working with students at nearby elementary and 
middle schools. These young scholars will be work-
ing through the entire 2013-14 school year, provid-
ing one-on-one tutoring to neighboring middle and 
elementary school. One of the NTA certified train-
ers and graduate of the Train the Trainer program, 
Caitlin Theisen, shared that “having the Tutoring 
Foundations course book added authority to the tu-
tor training process, because it’s not just us saying 
this is how tutoring works…it’s backed up with re-
search and statistics.” In addition to tutor training 
and NTA certification, tutors receive supplemental 
instruction in math and personal finance. To see 
an article on the program, visit http://tinyurl.com/
a7zal9x

One-Credit Course at Montana Tech: Train the 
Trainer graduate, Keri Jaynes directs the Technical 
Learning Center at Montana Tech and in 2012-13 
launched a for-credit required course for all TLC 
tutors and writing consultants. When asked about 
the process of getting approval from her curricu-
lum review committee, Keri shared “I had buy-in 
fairly quickly from most departments and trained 
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tutoring was allowed to count toward the technical 
elective from the civil engineering department.This 
year we also paid for the tutors NTA certification, 
which was well received.” Two courses are featured 
in the 2013-14 catalog, Introduction to Tutoring & 
Education and Tutoring in Engineering.

Communities in Schools Launches the first Regional 
Tutor Training Center: Communities in Schools 
(CIS) of East Chicago /Lake County launched 
the NTA/CIS East Chicago/Lake County Indiana 
Training Center for tutors, with its inaugural public  
tutor training on October 24 and 25, 2013. CIS is  
expanding on its core mission of dropout pre-
vention to enhance academic support in schools 
through the professional development and certifica-
tion of tutors and academic coaches throughout the 
Lake County region. The training center will sup-
port schools, agencies, organizations and individu-
als with the internationally respected tutor training 
classroom curriculum from Crossroads of Learn-
ing. “The structured training from Crossroads of 
Learning is key to our grant proposals; training for 
NTA certification is a key component,” said Patricia 
Simes, Executive Director, CIS of Lake County. 

Heald Colleges Trains All Staff to Tutoring Founda-
tions Advanced Level: After several years of Basic 
level training for the learning support specialists 
at all 13 campuses, Howard Fuller, division direc-
tor of Library Services for Heald College, secured 
approval to enroll over 50 staff members through 
the advanced level of the Tutoring Foundations 
(TF) curriculum. Crossroads of Learning created 
a combination Intermediate/Advanced module to 
accommodate the request, a “combo” course now 
available to all graduates of the TF Basic Tutoring 
Foundations module.  Konae Purcell, LLRC coor-
dinator at Heald College - Hawaii shared with us 
“the knowledge I gained through Tutoring Founda-
tions has been truly invaluable to my work. Because 
I work with students on a daily basis, this program 
has helped me to put my best foot forward and be-
come a better tutor for my students.”

Continued on Page 29

http://tinyurl.com/a7zal9x
http://tinyurl.com/a7zal9x
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Continued from Page 29

a looK bacK aT croSSroadS of 
learning: 2013

Academic Coaching Course Draws International 
Interest

2013 marked the launch of the Academic Coach-
ing course and interest spanned the globe. Students 
for online training arrived from Virginia Com-
monwealth University in Qatar, IUPUI in India-
napolis, IN, the Algebra and More tutoring center 
in Cheltenham, MD; and workbook training was 
conducted by Kwantlen Polytechnic in Surrey, BC, 
Canada. “What I have learned in this course will 
forever change my perspective on how I approach 
my profession and, of course, our wonderful stu-
dents,” enthused Aileen Rolon, Student Develop-
ment Specialist at CSUN National Center on Deaf-
ness in Northridge, CA. “I wish this online program 
was required for all staff to take within our depart-
ment.”

Tutoring Foundations Grads Satisfy Train-the-
Trainer Pre-requisites

Graduates of any Crossroads of Learning course 
can now access a new registration process to apply 
completion of any Crossroads of Learning courses 
towards the Train-the-Trainer/Workbook program. 
This not only reduces the study time required to 
become an approved trainer, but lowers the cost as 
well. Other academic and practice conditions apply 
and can be reviewed at www.crossroadsoflearning.
com. Eligible curriculum includes all levels of the 
Tutoring Foundations tutor training curriculum 
(Basic, Intermediate, Advanced or Comprehen-
sive) or the Academic Coaching course. “Following 
ten years teaching experience, my initial Tutoring 
Foundations Comprehensive training to become 
an NTA certified tutor led me to start my own busi-
ness,” said Ishmael Brown, Jr., owner of InfiNeXt 
Educational Solutions and Math Teacher at Spring 
Valley High School in Columbia SC.  He continued, 
“Now, with the addition of the trainer capstone 
course I’ll be ready to teach the art of being a tutor.” 

A spectrum of schools, community groups, non-
profits and for-profit providers have joined the 
program to develop their in-house trainers. They 
appreciate the advantages of having a consistent, 
high quality workbook curriculum and exercises in 
order to train their peer or professional tutors and 
academic coaches in their own classroom settings. 
Each Train-the-Trainer participant is paired one-
on-one with a NTA certified master tutor trainer 
to insure mastery of the subject material and to in-
spire development of instructional and leadership 
skills and effective trainers. “Your course was really, 
really well designed,” said Diane Fulcher, Academic 
Services Coordinator at Central Carolina Techni-
cal College. “Other on-line courses I’ve taken were 
nowhere near as simple to use and as thoughtful 
to make sure your time is well spent. It was exactly 
what I needed to get started.” 
 
This acclaimed program articulates with the  
requirements for NTA tutor trainer certification 
and CEUs from Fielding Graduate University.

Don’t Miss Us at the NTA Conference 

Crossroads of Learning is looking forward to NTA 
conference in Tampa. Please visit us in the exhibit 
area and at our conference sessions, with guest pre-
senters:

Tuesday, 8:30 AM conference session (Pelican 
Room): How to train learning support staff to ad-
dress cultural awareness and culture shock issues with 
their clients/Introduction to Crossroads of Learning 
curriculum, online training and Train-the-Trainer/
Workbook programs. 

Wednesday,  9:40 AM conference session (Herring 
Gull Room): Training Tutors, Trainers and Academ-
ic Coaches: Moving From Prescriptive Instruction to 
Student-Enabled Mastery. 

Have a great 2014!

Everyone at Crossroads of Learning wishes you a 
happy, healthy and productive 2014. If you’d like 
any information about our programs, please con-
tact me, Bob Lasiewicz, at 818.249.9692 x1 or BL@
crossroadsoflearning.com.

www.crossroadsoflearning.com
www.crossroadsoflearning.com
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